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Subjects: Clock and Weather Apps 

Clock:   

The time on your home screen (upper left hand corner) always displays the 
current time, but there is more in the Clock App itself.


Long hold (haptic touch) the Clock App and besides removing the App 
from your home screen or sending it back up to the App Store or moving 
the App to another position on your home screen you can quickly Start 
Timer, Start Stopwatch or Create an Alarm.


Open the App and there are four sections on the bottom - World Clock, 
Alarms, Stopwatch and Timers.


World Clock - click on the + in upper right-hand corner to add times from 
different time zones.  This is great when wondering what time it is in a 
particular area.  You can also ask Siri what time it is anywhere in the world.


Alarms - click on the + to add alarms. Once an alarm is set, touch the time 
and a new menu appears - Repeat: click on days to schedule, Label: name 
the alarm, Sound: choose from multiple sounds (Classic on bottom of list 
has even more options). There’s also a Snooze option.  Remember to Save 
(top right corner of screen). You can also ask Siri to set up your alarm(s).


Stopwatch: Measure how long something takes. (2 screen options 
available) 


Timers: Set a timer, label and sound options available. Click Start.  Set 
additional timers using the + in the upper-right hand corner after you have 
set your first timer. You can also ask Siri to set your timer(s).




Sleep/Wake Up Option:  

Search Apple Support  “Track Your Sleep on Apple Watch and Use 
Sleep on iPhone” —   https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT211685 

__________________________________________________________________


Weather App 

Set up Location in Settings:


Location shows where you are currently located if it is turned on in 
Settings.  To turn on go to Settings -> scroll to Privacy & Security and click 
on -> click on Location Services and click ON -> scroll to Weather and 
choose an option.  Note: If you wish weather alerts where you and your 
phone are currently located, click on Always. 


The first screen automatically shows your location and weather.  

Under any location you have set up first lists the current temperature, 
conditions, and high and low daily temperatures.


If there is weather related news, an Apple News story will appear on the 
location selected. 


Adding Additional Locations: 

If you wish to follow a friend’s or relatives weather or if you are planning an 
upcoming trip, add a location to your menu.


Click on the three bars at the bottom right-hand side of the screen and 
Search for a city or airport.  Once selected it will be added to your menu. 


Click on the three dots in the circle (upper right-hand corner) to edit your 
list such as removing a location. In Edit you can also long hold on one of 
your locations to move it in the menu.  


You also have the options to receive Notifications for Severe Weather and/
or Next-Hour Precipitation.  




Below your current location you also have the option of getting updates to 
one of your added locations. This could be great for travel. 


Click on Celsius or Fahrenheit tabs to change views. 


Units option to choose Temperature readings - (C or F) and other units.


Note: If you travel and want to check back to your home location, add it in 
as a location option.


Under the current temperature and conditions more data is provided:


• Weather Conditions by the hour for a 24-hour period (click on to see 
more data).  Scroll to view temperature, Chance of Precipitation, 
Precipitation Totals, Forecast, Daily Comparison (to yesterday), and Unit 
Options. Hold the temperature and Chance of Precipitation to access 
slider to view hours of the day.  Slide the whole screen to the left to view 
upcoming conditions or slide to the right to view yesterday’s conditions


• 10-Day Forecast (Click on each date to view the same data above.)

• Air Quality - Click on for more information and map

• Wind Map - Click on to see wind movement.  The the menu bar (upper 

right-hand corner) click the Location arrow to view current location.  
Click on the three lines to view other location’s wind mpg and mph 
gusts. Click on the stack to change to Precipitation, Temperature, Air 
Quality and Wind. 


• UV Index - tap box for more information

• Sunset - tap box for First Light, Sunrise Today, Sunset Today, Last Light, 

and Total Daylight along with Sunrise and Sunset Averages

• Wind - Tap box for Wind details

• Feels Like - Tap box for more details. Good for wind chill factor.

• Precipitation - Tap box for more details such as Rain, Sleet, Wintry Mix 

and Snow

• Visibility - Tap box for more details

• Humidity - Tap box for more details

• Moon Details - Tap box for more Moon details, moon calendar and Moon 

facts. 

• Averages - Tap box for Temperature and Precipitation averages and 

details of the one selected. 

• Pressure - Tap box for more Pressure details. 



